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Abstract

The objective of this research was as follows: 1) to develop an interactive tool in a digital learning ecosystem for adaptive online learning performance; 2) to carry out a suitability assessment of this process. The documentary research method was used in this study. The results showed a model of an interactive tool in a digital learning ecosystem for adaptive online learning performance consisted of two phases. Phase 1: The development of an interactive tool in a digital learning ecosystem for adaptive online learning performance. This includes the following four design steps: 1) Reviewed literature and previous studies regarding an interactive tool, a digital learning ecosystem, and adaptive online learning performance to study the model, characteristics, and previous research. 2) Studied relevant research of an interactive tool in a digital learning ecosystem for adaptive online learning performance. 3) Designed an adaptive online learning performance model using an interactive tool in a digital learning ecosystem. 4) Developed a digital learning ecosystem. Phase 2: Evaluated the appropriateness of the interactive tool for an adaptive online learning performance model; this was checked for suitability by twelve experts and resulted in a conclusion. The results of the suitability evaluation revealed that the interactive tool for adaptive online learning performance was at the highest level.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, learners routinely use computers to do homework; this is a change from a traditional environment to a digital environment. Resources are shared. Online learning distances learners from traditional learning methods in the classroom, but their academic performance is also associated with the effectiveness of online learning. (Zhu and Qi, 2018) Teaching and learning have increased rapidly in terms of the internet in that learning via online platforms is easy in that it uses computers and the internet in conjunction with technology and platforms in an online learning environment. Learning should be flexible. Adaptation and interaction in terms of the cognitive factors of the learner are monitored. Understanding lesson content is inspired by the interaction between learners, instructors and groups through communications technology. Strategies can be used to transform learning from being boring to being engaging and can energise learners by designing a new learning environment in conjunction with digital games in a variety of settings and with regard to a variety of subjects. Design in Learning focuses on developing and supporting learner dynamics. A joint search occurs involving participation in decision-making as the development of long-term memories lead to successful forms of learning. (Sebastian, 2021) In this study Quizizz gamified educational tools were used to gradually gain the interest of stakeholders. This results in learning by combining unique game elements such as leader-boards, memes and quiz reports, each of which can help increase engagement and positivity. Learning experiences occur in stress-free environments (Yunus and Hua, 2021) This makes students' interests and preferences stand out. The learning environment positively affects the performance of learners by facilitating the learning process and increasing learner satisfaction. It focuses on how to determine the characteristics of learners in terms of adapting to the learning environment target (Pratsri and Nilsook, 2020). Therefore, they meet the needs of the learner...
through interaction. Teaching and distance education technologies often indicate that interaction is an important variable in learning. (Lavoue et al., 2019) Online learning is different from classroom learning because both have different logic and learning methods. Online learning requires a particular teaching method with the content sequence based on a logic that differs from that which exists with regard to lectures or face-to-face teaching. One of the most important elements of these popular online learning systems is the review of behaviour.

2. Research Objective

2.1 To Develop an Interactive Tool in a Digital Learning Ecosystem for Adaptive Online Learning Performance

2.2 To Evaluate the Appropriateness of an Interactive Tool in a Digital Learning Ecosystem for Adaptive Online Learning Performance

3. Literature Review

3.1 Interactive Tools

3.1.1 Polls and Quizzes

Surveys are used as tools to manage online classes and can enhance the experience for learners and instructors. They can measure attitudes and motivation in real-time, which can be applied in a variety of ways, including quizzes, reviews, and smartphone-friendly applications (Kita, 2021). The use of co-teaching technology has a constructive influence on learners, encouraging a positive attitude towards ICT for learning and academic outcomes. Activities from instructors enable learners to participate in teaching activities using ICT tools that facilitate and optimize usage and interaction (Romero, García and Ceamanos, 2021).

3.1.2 Games / Gamification

Developing and supporting learning management based on social interaction frameworks The game promotes critical thinking and active participation of learners. It can lead to important learning patterns for a successful future. Interactive teaching is a way for learners to make learning more relevant and interesting through the game and play-focused teaching (Sebastian, 2021). In addition, learning with a game cultivates the necessary skills of critical thinking and creativity. Games and Education: Interaction between computer-generated objects and the real world helps with understanding and the development of long-term memory, an increases learner motivation and collaboration. Support learning improves learners’ interest in learning, and helps instructors easily display information. It allows learners to visualize 3D structures, resulting in easy understanding (Hassan, Rahim and Shin, 2021).

3.1.3 Interactive Infographics

Learners are positively aware of interactive graphics data. Using visuals instead of information through computer use expands learners’ perceptions. Leveraging human vision to better understand abstract information (Prandi et al., 2021). Using the potential of visual data transfer technology attracts greater attention from learners. This leads to the creation of a new teaching method that is more learner-centric. The information conveyed by these stimuli is recorded and organized in the short-term memory, and finally, it is stored in the long-term memory. Presenting content in different ways using interaction can create interest to affect performance and success. Infographics are one of the more interesting modes for presenting visual data through diagrams, videos, charts, text images, and more (Ismaeel and Mulhim, 2021). Instructors need to find a variety of ways to deliver content and encourage participation in the learning process. Learning occurs when stimuli attract the attention of the individual.

3.1.4 Interactive Videos and Live Streaming

Online learning continues at all levels of education. Education technology gives learners access to a vast amount of educational content. Although asynchronous content, such as YouTube videos, has access to independent education, you can use the asynchronous feature to create a video. The combination of video and asynchronous activities has led to a lonely learner experience (Hammad, Harpstead and Hammer, 2021). Interactive learning and interactive learning patterns are more appropriate than observation alone, and more interactive online learning experiences are required. Live streaming platforms create opportunities to support participatory learning. It is not the same as watching videos asynchronously. A live streaming platform supports text/chat interactions where learners can talk to other viewers (Hammad et al., 2021). Live streaming platforms are growing in popularity exponentially. This is an example of the need for a more engaging viewing experience, and it highlights the potential of live streaming as an educational medium. Using live streaming for learning is a growing subject of study in the research community.
3.1.5 Jam Board

E-learning is growing rapidly, especially in higher education institutions. The advancement of new digital tools in education can be used through e-learning. Google Jamboard is a fun digital tool. The use of Google Jamboard in e-learning shows a positive and acceptable response to learners. Google Jamboard is ideal as a digital tool for enhancing teaching and learning methods (Penerimaan, Jamboard and Alat, 2021). Google Jamboard can be divided into two formats: a) Jamboard in the form of an interactive whiteboard. This is a useful digital tool that is suitable for learning in the 21st century. It can change the way teaching and learning are done and promote communication skills; b) Critical thinking, creativity, and collaborative skills between students. This is an innovative tool that helps teachers interact with students. Reflecting their knowledge and gaps in learners’ understanding, Jamboard is a great tool to help shape teaching at the moment and is a key component of both online and individual teaching (Jones, 2021).

3.2 Online Learning

Promoting student participation via online courses creates better overall engagement with the subject content. Increased interaction gives learners a sense of being a part of their studies. Helping learners not to feel isolated is a successful strategy that increases motivation and achieves greater relationships between students, both socially and cognitively (Sarah et al., 2021). To create an engaging learning experience for learners, technological advancements must be brought together to manage education. This is done by using effective media in both interaction and academic fields for effective, virtual synchronous learning. Related elements include Social Presence, Cognitive Presence, and Teaching Presence—these are available in both isolation and dependent scenarios. The first two elements focus primarily on the learner's experience, and the last part is on the instructor's responsibilities (Ligon & Burns, 2021). The Online Learning Model consists of a set of elements designed to increase student engagement, retention, and overall satisfaction: 1. Learning Communities; 2. Interaction Between Students; 3. Teacher Presence; 4. Interaction with the Professions; 5. Flexible and Adaptive Learning; 6. Interactive Resources; 7. E-Assessment (University, 2021).

3.3 Digital Learning Ecosystem

The main goal of a learning ecosystem is to absorb change through the digital learning ecosystem. Examples of learning flows include networking and learning activities, where knowledge is created individually or collectively from the information. An example of a stream is the management information provided about educational management or learning measurement data. The learning ecosystem should have different types of interconnected elements that may act as medians or current changers. Infrastructure and digital learning tools and resources are mediated, as well as changing learning patterns, data, and streams. Components that change currents in the learning ecosystem include rules, change management, incentives, support, and training (Jeladze, Pata & Quaicoe, 2017). A Digital Learning Ecosystem (DLE) consists of two input components and involves the development of an appropriate digital ecosystem for use in facilitating learners and instructors in terms of learning management, encouraging students to realize lifelong learning by giving them more freedom in terms of time control, location, and self-learning (Sarnok, Wannapiroon & Nilsook, 2019). In this way, students will have the opportunity to participate in their studies, presenting ideas through digital storytelling to show students’ potential, information skills, storytelling, data analysis, synthesis, communication skills, presentation skills, organizing ideas, questioning, and teamwork.

From Figure 1, the Adaptable Online Learning Performance Model (AOLP) consists of two input elements from
online learning. These include developing an appropriate digital learning ecosystem using interactive tools from polls and quizzes, games/gamification, interactive infographics, interactive video, and live streaming jam boards to online learning. Examples of learning flows include networking and learning activities, where knowledge is created individually or collectively from information.

4. Research Methodology

The researcher reviewed previous studies in the field and developed the interactive tool in a digital learning ecosystem for adaptive online learning performance. This covered two phases as follows:

**Phase I: The development of an interactive tool in a digital learning ecosystem model for adaptive online learning performance.** This follows the design steps below:

1) Reviewed literature and previous studies regarding an interactive tool in a digital learning ecosystem and adaptive online learning performance. Studied the model, characteristics and earlier research.

2) Studied relevant research of an interactive tool in a digital learning ecosystem for adaptive online learning performance.

3) Designed an adaptive online learning performance model by using an interactive tool in a digital learning ecosystem with the following design steps: Part 1) Analysis or three parts analysis, which includes Instructor, Learner and a Digital Learning Ecosystem; Part 2) Activity or Digital Learning Ecosystem; and Part 3) Authentic Assessment Learning in a Digital Learning Ecosystem and applying the information obtained to improve the adaptive online learning performance.

4) Development of a Digital Learning Ecosystem, which can be divided into three parts: Part 1) Instructor; Part 2) Learner; Part 3) the Digital Learning Ecosystem using the interactive tool.

**Phase 2:** Evaluate the appropriateness of an interactive tool in a digital learning ecosystem for adaptive online learning performance via the following steps: 1) Creating evaluation tools to evaluate the validity of a digital learning ecosystem by an interactive tool which consists of four main components: 1) Interactive Process, 2) Interactive Tool, 3) Composition of Learning Management, and 4) Composition of Online Learning.

The model for a digital learning ecosystem, using an interactive tool for adaptive online learning performance, was checked for suitability by twelve experts.

5. Results

5.1 The Development of an Interactive Tool in a Digital Learning Ecosystem for Adaptive Online Learning Performance is as Follows

![Interactive tool in digital learning ecosystem for adaptive online learning performance](image-url)
From Figure 2, the composition of a digital learning ecosystem and the learning process includes devices, operating systems and the internet. Learning management includes the instructors, teachers, and the learning process. In the learning ecosystem, content is delivered between learners and instructors, while information and knowledge activities are done together during online learning with the interactive tool to create interaction between learners. The interactive process consists of a combination of accessibility, identity, integration, creativity, innovation, and receptivity.

From Figure 3, shows the components of a digital learning ecosystem using an interactive tool for adaptive online learning. A Digital Learning Ecosystem consists of four components: Interactive Process: 1) accessibility, 2) identity, 3) interaction, 4) creativity, 5) innovation, 6) receptivity, and 7) combination; Interactive Tools: 1) polls, 2) quizzes, 3) gamification, 4) interactive infographics, 5) interactive videos and live streaming, and 6) Jam board; Composition of Learning Management: 1) instructors, 2) learner, and 3) learning process; Composition of Online Learning: 1) learning communities, 2) interaction between students, 3) teacher presence, 4) interaction with the professions, 5) flexible and adaptive learning, 6) interactive resources, and 7) e-assessment.
5.2 The Evaluate the Appropriateness of Interactive Tool in Digital Learning Ecosystem for Adaptive Online Learning Performance are as Follows

Table 1. Table title (this is an example of table 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>interactive tool in digital learning ecosystem for adaptive online learning performance</th>
<th>Level of appropriateness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Learning Ecosystem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Interactive Process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accessibility</td>
<td>4.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>identity</td>
<td>4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interaction</td>
<td>4.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>creativity</td>
<td>4.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>innovation</td>
<td>4.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>receptivity</td>
<td>4.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>combination</td>
<td>4.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Interactive Tool</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polls</td>
<td>4.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quizzes</td>
<td>4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamification</td>
<td>4.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive infographics</td>
<td>4.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive videos and live streaming</td>
<td>4.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jam board</td>
<td>4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Composition of Learning Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instructors</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>learner</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Process</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Composition of Online Learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Communities</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction Between Students</td>
<td>4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Presence</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction with the Professions</td>
<td>4.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible and Adaptive Learning</td>
<td>4.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive Resources</td>
<td>4.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Assessment</td>
<td>4.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>4.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 1, Evaluation results related to all 4 elements of digital learning ecosystem for adaptive online learning performance, it appears that there were 23 items the evaluation results received the highest level.

6. Conclusion

Today, the emphasis on online teaching is becoming increasingly important. Good learning outcomes have many relevant factors. These include technical aspects such as the quality of the equipment that transmits data and the stable quality of an internet signal. Also, the instructor must design the right learning materials for the learner in the form of online learning and apply educational technologies to stimulate the interests of learners, including those who are committed to success in online learning. The researchers saw the importance of tools for creating interactions between instructors and learners that help learners feel authentic during online learning. This reduces the gap between instructors and learners, helping them to adapt, so they do not feel alone during distance teaching and optimizes the success of online learning. This research discusses widely used interactive tools that are used in conjunction with educational management, such as voting via polls or asking for feedback from learners. Gamification is a process that helps learners achieve their desired goals. Rewards are offered for motivation. Instructors create teaching materials that capture learners’ attention by applying interactive infographics, engaging them throughout the course, and using popular interactive videos and live streaming tools. These are used alongside joint commentaries or activities between instructors and learners with jam boards that use simultaneous collaboration. When designing steps to create interactions with learners in a learning ecosystem to enhance online learning, instructors should take into account their reach. Uniqueness indicates the identity of the learner who is currently using it. Interactive media should promote the creativity of open learners so that they
can express their opinions in different ways.

7. Discussion
This is consistent with research by Yoko, 2021 that uses interactive forms to create questions, effectively reviews study content, and collects information about the results of the quiz. The results show that the satisfaction of students using smartphones supports real-time and simple study management and increases student motivation (Kita, 2021). Gamification plays an important role, not only in accelerating learning but also by speeding up learners in terms of striving to accomplish tasks, but also increasing motivation to progress with proposals. Positive reinforcement means increasing user engagement and motivation by integrating game elements and strategies such as leader-boards, proms, badges or points, and feedback. The availability of these features promotes a sense of empowerment and increases participant engagement during a given work effort to achieve learning goals (Yunus & Hua, 2021). Distance learning may cause students to lose interest. Instructors should apply gamification to increase students’ interest in education (Nilsook & Wannapiroon, 2014). The seven main techniques for engaging students include gamification, micro podcasts, online chat, consistent feedback, focus on students, professional needs, student calling, and storytelling. When students learn virtually, they lose the benefits of face-to-face contact which should promote their feelings as a result of interaction (Jain, 2021).
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